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SECTION 28 


PARLIAMENTARY BY-ELECTION FOR THE 

CONSTITUENCY OF ANETAN 

DECLARATION OF RESULT 


I, ANGIE ITSIMAERA, being the duly appointed Returning Officer for the by-election for 
a Member of the Parliament of Nauru for the Constituency of Anetan) comprising the 
Electotral Districts of Anetan and Ewa) held oft 5th October) 1996 hereby make the following 
declaration in accordance with provisions of Section 28 of the Electoral Act 1965-1992:

A. 	 No. of Votes Cast: 428 
No. ofInformal Votes recorded: 017 
No. of Formal Votes to-consider 

in detennining the result: 	 411 

B. 	 On the count of first preferences, the votes were found to have been cast as follows:

1. 	 JAXON DORI OLSSON 5 
2. 	 NICHOLAS Y ANAW DUBURIY A 21 
3. 	 JACOBUS TEV AKl FRITZ 21 
4. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 39 
5. 	 JOHN DAROA OLSSON 7 
6. 	 GEORGE CALEB 13 
7. 	 GAIMANDElRERAGEA 64 
8. 	 RlMONE TOM 50 
9. 	 HASELDON BURAMAN 14 
10. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 113 
111. 	 JULIE JUNE OLSSON 14 
12. 	 JANE LEWIS 9 
13. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DElNUWEA lKA 41 

----------------------~-
TOTAL 	 411 
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G.N.No. 413/1996 (cont'd) 

C. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first preference votes a.second 
count was made of the ballot papers showing Mr.Jaxon Dori Olsson as first 
preference allocating such Ballot papers according to the second preference shown. 

As a result, the number of first and second preference votes allocated to each of the 

remaining twelve candidates were as follows:

1. 	 NICHOLAS YANAW DUBURIY A 22 

2. 	 JACOBUS TEV AKI FRITZ 21 

3. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 40 

4. 	 JOHN DAROA OLSSON 8 

5. 	 GEORGE CALEB 13 

6. 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 64 

7. 	 RIMONE TOM 51 
 Q
8. 	 HASELDON BURAMAN 14 

9. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 113 

10. 	 JULIE JUNE OLSSON 14 
11. JANE LEWIS 9 

~2. BUCKY ADAGO DEINUWEA IKA 42 


TOTAL 	 411 


D. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first and second preference 
votes a third count was made of the ballot papers showing Mr. John Daroa Olsson 
as first or second preference, allocating such Ballot papers according to the second or 
third preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second or third preference votes allocated to each of 
the remaining eleven candidates were as follows: o 

1. 	 NICHOLAS Y ANAW DUBURIY A 22 

2. 	 JACOBUS TEV AKI FRITZ 21 

3. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 40 

4. 	 GEORGE CALEB 16 

5. 	 GAIMAN DElRERAGEA 65 

6. 	 RIMONE TOM 53 

7. 	 HASELDON BURAMAN 14 

8. REMY GERARD NAMODUK 113 

9 JULIE JUNE OLSSON 16 

10. 	 JANE LEWIS 9 

11. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DEINUWEA IKA 42 


TOTAL 	 411 
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G.N.No. 413/1996 (cont'd) 

E. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second and third 
preference votes a fourth count was made of the ballot papers sQowing Ms Jane 
Lewis as first, second third of fourth preference allocating such Ballot papers 
according to the second, third, of fourth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, JeCOn4. third Qr fourth preference votes allocated to 
each of the remaining ten candidates were as follows:

1. 	 NICHOLAS Y ANAW .DUBURIY A 24 
2. 	 JACOBUS TEVAKI FRITZ 21 
3. 	 VASSAL ABOGOGADOENGIN 40 
4. 	 GEORGE CALEB 17 
5. 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 67 
6. 	 RIMONE TOM 54 
7. 	 HASELDON B~AN 16 
8. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 114 
9. 	 JULIE JUNE OLSSON 16 
10. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DElNUWEA lKA 42 

TOTAL 	 411 

F. 	 Since two candidates namely Mr. Haseldon Buraman and Ms Julie June Olsson were 
having as equal number of votes, a draw oflot in accordance with Section 27, 
Subsection (5) of the Electoral Act 1965-1992 was held to determine who should be 
excluded. After the draw Mr. Haseldon Buraman was excluded, a fifth count was 
made and the ballot papers showing Mr. Haseldon Boram8~ as first, second, third 
fourth or fifth preference allocating such Ballot papers according to the second, third, 
fourth of fifth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second, third, fourth of fifth preference votes 
allocated to each of the remaining nine candidates were as follows:

1. 	 NICHOLAS Y ANAW DUBURIYA 27 
2. 	 JACOBUS TEVAKI FRITZ 23 
3. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 41 
4. 	 GEORGE CALEB 19 
5. 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 71 
6. 	 RIMONETOM 54 
7. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 116 
8. 	 JULIE JUNE OLSSON 17 
9. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DEINUWEA IKA 43 

TOTAL 	 411 
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G.N.No. 413/1996 (cont'd) 

G. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third fourth and 
fifth preference votes a sixth count was made of the ballot papers showing Ms. Julie 
June Olsson as first, second, third, fourth, fifth or sixth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second. third, fourth. fifth or sixth preference votes 
allocated to each of the remaining eight candidates were as follows:

1. NICHOLAS Y ANAW DUBURIY A 32 
2. JACOBUS TEVAKI FRITZ 25 
3. VASSAL ABO GO GADOENGIN 43 
4. GEORGE CALEB 19 
5. GAIMAN DElRERAGEA 73 
6. RIMONETOM 54 
7. REMY GERARD NAMODUK 120 
8. BUCKY ADAGO DElNUWEA lKA 45 

TOTAL 411 

----------~~-------

H. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second. third. fifth and 
sixth preference votes a seventh count was made ofthe ballot papers showing Mr. 
George Caleb as first. second. third, fourth. fifth sixth or seventh preference 
allocating such Ballot papers according to the second. third. fourth. fifth, sixth or 
seventh preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second. third, fourth, fifth. sixth or seventh preference 
votes allocated to each of the remaining seven candidates were as follows:

L 	 NICHOLAS Y ANAW DUBURIY A 33 
2. 	 JACOBUS TEVAKI FRITZ 27 
3. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 45 
4. 	 GAIMAN DElRERAGEA 76 
5. 	 RIMONETOM 58 
6. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 125 
7. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DElNUWEA IKA 47 

TOTAL 	 411 

I. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third, fourth. fifth. 
sixth and seventh preference votes an eighth count was made of the ballot papers 
showing Mr. Jacobus Tevald Fritz as first, second third, fourth, fifth, sixth. seventh 
or eighth preference allocating such Ballot papers according to the second, third, 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh or eighth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second. third, fourth. fifth, sixth, and seventh or 
eighth preference votes allocated to each of the remaining six candidates were as 
follows:
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1. 	 NICH:OLAS Y ANAW DUBURlYA 42 
2. 	 VASSAL ABO GO GADOENGIN 48 
3. 	 GAIMAN DElRERAGEA 80 
4. 	 RIMONETOM 62 
5. 	 REMY GERARD NANIODUK 131 
6. 	 BUCKY ADAGO DElNUWEA lKA 48 

TOTAL 	 411 

J. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh and eighth preference votes a ninth count was made of the Ballot 
papers showing Mr. Nicholas Yanaw Duburiya as first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth or ninth preference allocating such Ballot papers according to 
the first, second, third,fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth or ninth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth or 
ninth preference votes allocated to each of the remaining five candidates were as 
follows:

1. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 57 
2. 	 GAIMAN DElRERAGEA 96 
3. 	 RIMONETOM 63 
4. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 139 
5. 	 BUCKY ADA-GO DEINUWEA lKA 56 

TOTAL 	 411 

K. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth or ninth preference votes a tenth count was made of the ballot 
papers showing Mr. Ducky Adago Delnuwea Ika as first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth or tenth preference allocating such Ballot papers 
according to the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth 
or tenth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 
ninth or tenth preference votes allocated to each of the remaining four candidates 
were as follows:

1. 	 VASSAL ABOGO GADOENGIN 69 
2. 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 109 
3. 	 RIMONETOM 77 
4. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 156 

TOTAL 	 411 
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1. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth or tenth preference votes a eleventh count was made of 
the ballot papers showing Mr. Vassal Abogo Gadoengin as first, second, third, 
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth or eleventh preference allocating such 
Ballot papers according to the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 
ninth tenth or eleventh preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth. 
ninth, tenth or eleventh preference votes allocated to each of the remaining three 
candidates were as follows:

L 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 134 
2. 	 RIMONETOM 96 
3. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 181 o 

TOTAL 	 411 

M. 	 No candidate having received an absolute majority of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth tenth or eleventh preference votes a twelfth count was 
made of the ballot papers showing Mr. Rimone Tom as first, second, third, fourth, 
fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth or eleventh preference allocating such Ballot 
papers according to the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth 
tenth eleventh or twelfth preferences shown. 

As a result, the number of first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, 

ninth ,tenth, eleventh or twelfth preference votes allocated to each of the remaining 

two candidates were as follows:

L 	 GAIMAN DEIRERAGEA 192 
2. 	 REMY GERARD NAMODUK 219 o 

TOTAL 	 411 

Having thus received an absolute majority of votes cast MR. REMY GERARD " 
NAMODUK was declared elected. 	 " 

GIVEN under my hand this 5th day of October. Nineteen Hundred and Ninety-six. 

ANGIE ITSIMAERA 
RETURNING OFFICIR 




